Commencement – Parking Lots

Union College Parking

Location & Entrance

1. Behind Memorial Fieldhouse
   Enter from Nott Street
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 10 minutes
   Achilles Center – 5 minutes

2. Achilles Center
   Enter from Lenox Road
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 10 minutes
   Achilles Center – 5 minutes

3. In Front of Memorial Fieldhouse
   Enter from Nott Street
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 8 minutes
   Achilles Center – 5 minutes

4. Alexander Lane
   Enter from Union Avenue
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 5 minutes
   Achilles Center – 5 minutes

5. Lamont House
   Enter from Union Avenue
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 5 minutes
   Achilles Center – 5 minutes

6. Nott-Seward Lot
   Enter from Nott Street or Seward Place
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 7 minutes
   Achilles Center – 12 minutes

7. College Park Hall Lot
   Enter from Nott Street
   Walking Time: Hull Plaza – 10 minutes
   Achilles Center – 15 minutes

Handicap Parking Routes

Campus Entrances
Campus Security Personnel will be located at entrances and arrange "golf car" rides for persons needing assistance.

Walking Path to Campus

Memorial Fieldhouse
Post ceremony events in light or heavy rain.

Achilles Center
Commencement site in heavy rain.

Hull Plaza
Commencement site in fair weather or light rain.